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Abstract The Internet of Things is a trending future technological revolution that

emerging distributed computing and real-time based application and its development

depends on dynamic technical innovation in a number of important fields from wireless

sensors to nanotechnology. Cloud integration with IoT made things more convenient and

easy. Clock synchronization between systems in a distributed network is the complex and

tedious job. It is mandatory to get sync with other and source as well. There are many

proposed ways of data synchronization protocols like NTP, global position system to

maintain sync process between Systems or IoT devices network. In this paper, we are

proposing a clock synchronization approach to sync clocks between IoTs and Cloud which

are connected with each other in distributed network. Here we have used cloud service

Software as a Service to collect the information to analysis and trigger the results action to

IoTs. In this paper, we present the Clock Synchronization based on precision time protocol

between IoTs simulation model for Omnet?? with INET framework, which allows us to

check clock sync accuracy with a different network configured topologies. We have tried to

minimize the clock drift with clock offset updating and with master–slave phenomena also

minimize the master–slave delay. To show our simulation results we have used chunks

nodes of IoTs in distributed manner placed in different places with different clock values.

The simulation result shows that proposed approach works in the desired manner within

ideal and network delay symmetry.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things is now trending and future of new era of technology. Smart

device smart enough to deal at its end to preprocess data and sense the data and

automatically transfer data over cable or wireless network for further process. Data

transmission is happening at the both end IoTs with sensing and collection of data but its

perform action or action can be trigger at the main server where data analyses and action

taken against the analysis of data which is transferred to these smart devices. Data

transfer mode is may wireless or wired but keep data updated is more important than

sensing, if data arrived late or ambiguously then analysis or further all process with be

affected and that is a big problem. Synchronization [24] is key word which implies that

data, and device to work parallel. IoT devices enabled with PTP which works with

packet switching. In this paper we are proposing Devices (IoTs) to Server synchro-

nization which lied on basis synchronization concept of clock which examined at the end

of the device and IoTs which is more precise than any other aspect. If clock tick is

different at both end then data never going to be received on real time which change the

whole things.

As shown in above figure clearly we can see that clock value in real time system make a

big impact on network, either its homogeneous or heterogeneous. To be on time in system

dt/dc must be 1 then only data will transmit perfectly on time but in real network it’s never

happen that’s why we need some adjustment in clock. If dt/dc[ 1 then clock is fast means

data is reached before it sends and dt/dc\ 1 in this case clock slow means data is received

at end side after short time of period. Clock skew show up here with difference between

ideal and fast clock which can be adjust using logical clock that adjust when system lie on

network while data being transmitted.

Clock Drift A computation device has clock which run on oscillator frequency which is

run at different frequency than other device causing the clocks to tick at different rate, due

to different tick rate creates a wide gap in perceived time is known as clock drift.

Skew Difference between two clocks at any point is called as clock skew and it is

coming due to both clock drift and possibility that clocks might been set different at both

end devices.

Status of Events As the events generates with time at both devices during the com-

munication via message, at both end events status being capture with respect to time get the

real time track. In this paper we are focusing on both clock drift and skew values at global

network of IoTs. Device clock synchronization really on concept of system clock time

which has to be keep track and adjustment of clock drift which need to be maintain at both

end i.e., Device as well server end. As IoTs are trending and giving their part in each area

which play a vital role in human being life, if this is the future technology then must be

sure that data being processed is updated and error free. In this paper we are proposing a

simulation model for IoTs and cloud for data synchronization at both end using Precision

Time Protocol. Here we are examined the clock errors while data being served and shred

over server and devices.
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2 Motivation

IoTs are new trending technology, as per survey there will be 24 billion devices by 2020.

These devices interconnect people and taking place of sensor with their additional capa-

bilities of computation, and as far we are look for future these devices also comes up with

new way of data collection like sensor and with their additional computation flexibility

they also able to take action. Synchronization of these device also required to make

collected data more sensible with keeping their clock sync with each IoTs and other

network (computer system), big data set being collected by these device analyses at the

other end. Recently cloud computing is more popular to do such computation with huge

data set. Our aim is to simulate IoTs distributed network in such way that these devices

collect data and send data to cloud node which will do further process and generate the

action against analysis. To get the accurate result from collected data, these device need to

be synchronize with each other without any conjunction and collision. Here we are

proposing a clock synchronization algorithm for network of IoTs to keep them sync with

cloud as well with other IoTs.

3 Related Work

Bojic [1] investigate scalability issues of self-synchronization emergent properties,

described with the pulse coupled oscillator model to synchronize the devices using pulse

coupled oscillator model the information propagation process, which is selective coupling

synchronization sender side to reduce network traffic and minimize the time to sync

process time in M2M (machine to machine) communication.

A hybrid-MAC protocol strategy proposed by Verma [2] to keep data synchronization

between M2M. Device to device synchronization play a vital role which keep maintain

data integrity updated information, keep thing rely in synchronize. Carrier sense multiple

access (CSMA)-based contention period, and a Time division multiple access (TDMA)-

based transmission period sync approach proposed here.

IEEE 802.15.4 is network standard proposed by Dressler [3] proposed on physical layer

to control media access for low rate for wireless connection which show that data cor-

rection and flow control is required to maintain data synchronized and errors free. To

synchronize IoTs some use agent base clock synchronization like Kubler [4] proposed an

agent based peer to peer synchronization approach to synchronize all smart thing to

maintain synchronization. Peer to peer device can be synchronizing with agent system

strategies, agents keep track device and keep them synchronize which lead to data

impotency and robust ness of data but if agent got distortion or affected by somehow them

there might be big problem. Some other method came in existence to synchronize the node

clock like using precisions Time protocol (PTP) proposed by Martin [5] clock skew and

drift can find at logical and can be adjust the clock according to this. In Network there are

traffic lie in real network which lead to propagation delay and packet delay and many more

network conjunction instead of ideal condition. Author proposing Average

TimeSyncprotocol [6] to keep sync wireless sensor in distributed environment, which is

based on consensus, agreement, gossip or rendezvous whose main idea is averaging local

information data and compute the average value and trigger all sensor to update their value

according to that value or time. Due to lite computation this approach is frequent which is

good because these are small devices having less computing component.
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Kopetz [7] presents upper bounds on the achievable synchronization strategy for

external and internal synchronization of processing unit in a distributed real-time system.

Which lead to process synchronization but what about data being served by distributed

devices. Roberto [8] also proposed an approach to sync distributed network of wireless

sensor network. The concept of continuous versus instantaneous synchronization is

introduced in order to generate a uniform common time base for local, global, and external

time measurements. New trending technology Wireless sensor network is contribution of

sensible devices which collect information is form of measurements, infer and understand

environmental situation, all these devices in communicating actuating network made

Internet of Things, and integration with cloud make it worldwide centric vision. Gong

[9, 11] shows during fault in clock sync their security issues rise even after faulty clock has

been synchronization and solution for that which is seems works fine. Such issue is more

critical when we take scenario of global network, Choi [19, 20] proposed Distributed

Asynchronous Clock Synchronization (DCS) and Distributed Synchronous Clock Syn-

chronization algorithm to sync distributed network which is delay tolerant networks, key

idea to global synchronize all node which are being stablished in tolerant networks. Li [10]

also given his contribution to synchronize the distributed network of wireless sensor. Some

network which are follow IEEE standard like IEEE 802.15.3 standard being used for wired

and for wireless 1394 network, Lee [12] proposed an approach new clock time synchro-

nization method for wireless 1394 heterogeneous networks between 1394 and 802.15.3. To

keep the synchronize all node in distributed network is difficult and not easy to implement,

there are large variety of protocols middleware which are rely on proper time synchro-

nization across the computational infrastructure and depend on the clock accuracy. The

Network Time Protocol (NTP) is more popular and current widely accepted standard for

synchronizing clocks over the Internet. Gurewitz et al. [13] proposed NTP based non-

hierarchical peer to peer approach for time synchronization. Giridhar and Kumar [14] show

that with high probability the error variance is O(1) as the number of nodes increase in the

wireless network. Mutual network synchronization [15] is a key for distributed environ-

ment to keep sync network in which geographically separated clocks align their times to

one another without the need of reference or master clocks in other word with mutual

network synchronization the timing information is exchanged explicitly by using periodic

time stamp packets to send theses packet can be send by same beacons used in the IEEE

802.11 or IEEE 802.15.4 Standards. Average Time Sync (ATS), for synchronizing a

wireless sensor, this algorithm is based on a popular distributed algorithms known as

consensus, agreement, gossip which implies with idea of averaging local information.

Rentel and Kunz [16] proposed algorithm which extend ATS with three feature (1) It is

fully distributed without node failure and to new node appearance. (2) It compensation

clock skew, thus network synchronized for long periods than using simple clock offset

compensation. (3) Less computation makes it lite. Clock synchronization in real time

network more important when in automation functions required to be synchronization with

their computer clock. Frank et al. [17] proposed new methodology with this scenario to

improve the performance with telegram service and alternative current (AC) power supply.

Estimation of the clock offsets of the slave node and other nodes located in the common

region of master and slave paradigm is used for synchronizing in clock synchronization

[18], given approach to improvising the estimation of clock offset for wireless sense

network. Leng and Wu [21] proposed belief propagation based algorithm to synchro-

nization for fully distributed wireless sensor network, with results show that overhead low

and we can achieve scalable synchronization. Wireless node’s clock change with envi-

ronment behavior, due to dynamic and unpredictable environment of sensors network. In
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such environment its big task to accurately estimate clock skew, and to get the reason

behind this change. To deal with non-stationary situation Leng and Wu [22] proposed

additional information aided multi-model Kalman filter (AMKF) algorithm, temperature

measurements to assist clock skew estimation to get the clock offset to resynchronize

clocks in dynamic network. With assumption of two-way message exchange mechanism

Zennaro et al. [23] proposed clock synchronization algorithm with max-product algorithm

adaptation to achieve sync global network of wireless sensor network.

4 Organization of Paper

In proposed work Sect. 5 we will discuss event variations between IoT nodes then we will

also discuss more on clock distribution. In this section we will talk about Quality of

Service (QoS) of synchronization. In Sect. 6 simulation and results of proposed model is

discussed. Section 7 discusses conclusion and future works.

5 Proposed Work

IoTs and cloud are new era of technology and growing rapidly positively effecting human

life and playing a big role in current computation with embed processing unit, parallel

cloud computing is based on pay per service buy or rent the component and use them as per

user required, best part of cloud is feasibility when required its one click away.

Cloud computation is more reliable and efficient likewise, in this paper we are

proposing data and clock synchronization between IoTs and Cloud, here we are using

cloud SaaS (Software as a Service) which enable devices as sensing and acting devices,

which collect the information via their sensing components and send this data to cloud for

further process Here’s the thing happens, due to clock differentiation between clock of

these devices which are lied out at same place with some distance need to be synchronized

and updated and if there is clock difference between cloud and IoTs clock then data never

going to reached at destination which occurs a fault of data processing i.e., due to lake

updated data computation or any other process happening at the cloud end going totally

wrong which lead to wrong decision making process, if this process still accepted at the

end of cloud and resultant will be wrong and action taken against the result will be

completely wrong (Fig. 1). Figure 1 shows daviation between system clock time and real

clock time under slow, fast and ideal clock.

In Fig. 2, let’s take an example of two Node A and Node B in a network, are taking

participation in network to communicate with each other, here Node B generate a message

frame and transmitted to Node A at time t1 and at the other end A received it at time t2,

after receiving message at A, its take little bit time tp to process (after receiving message to

extract data from frame) during this process tp elapse time, now thing is time difference at

Node TB = (t4 - t1), similarly at Node A time TA = (t3 - t2). if this time difference

will grow and clock skew between both end increase rapidly which is big problem, with

respect to clock skew, clock drift will also increase which is not good.

With respective of previous scenario let’s take a big scenario of big network of IoTs

where there are multiple and heterogeneous devices are connected with different topology

like some are in star and some are in ring and any other topology, some are connected via

wire and some are wireless. Some of them are connected with high link channel and some
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are using less bandwidth connection, in such situation data may not be transferred in time

and somehow its reached at receiver side then it would be no longer useful because data

keeping sensed by IoTs and its real time value required to take a real time decision to

trigger these IoTs. Let’s take an another example of health care IoTs network, IoTs sensing

and monitoring the patient body and keep updating physical condition of patient and

reporting to doctor or hospital. In IoTs-network these devices directly uploading data to

hospital’s server where all these data lied and analyses of further process happen.

If data is wrongly received or data being received is not real time data is useless and

may cause big problem to take the right decision.

In This paper, we are proposing an approach to synchronize all node in network where

they are connected within a homogenous or heterogeneous way.

To simulate the scenario, we have taken chunks of node (IoTs) which are placed in

heterogeneous way and are connected with each other. As shown in Fig. 3. In each local

Fig. 1 Clock error and compensations for drift with linear compensating function

Fig. 2 Event variation between nodes A and B
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network we are placed a head node which is lead the network to keep sync with each node

or in other words head node will monitor the clock sync process to do so. Each Node

contains logical and hardware clock, logical or software clock track and adjust its clock

value and updates as required to sync. Hardware clock and software clock play a vital role

in clock synchronization.

Hardware Clock Each system contains a system hardware clock which runs on oscil-

lator which runs the system clock. These oscillator frequencies keep change with atmo-

sphere, it may get high or low with temperature. A quartz crystal on one system will

oscillate at a slightly different frequency than on another computer, causing the clocks to

tick at different rates.

Software Clock This is also known as logical clock which can be adjusted, means clock

value can be alter with respect to requirement. Due to flexibility of clock value it keeps

updated with network to make real time transmission.

As in above figure we have taken this scenario to simulate our algorithm. As in above

figure in each local networks of IoTs we taken a head node which keep track other IoTs

clocks. Here we have taken cloud module (SaaS) to keep data which is collected by these

IoTs and for further analysis. As part of synchronization process cloud also play a head

node of all local network which keep sync all local network head node.

Each node configured with two types of clocks software clock and hardware clock as in

below Fig. 4.

Each contain both clocks, routing table, battery and follow all properties of IoT device.

All node base synchronization is algorithm which we are using to synchronize network

of IoTs, here head node starts with a sync process message generation which is call for

clock time value of all devices.

To sync the network of IoTs we are proposing an approach which works on all node

based clock synchronization algorithm. Pseudo code for the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.

All nodes are in network participate in this process with network initialization. As per

shown in above pseudo code execution of process start with hops registration in network

which initiate with message generation with head node, after receiving member devices

will send back acknowledge to head node with their clock value. This takes place and

execute with pseudo code as shown in Fig. 6.

As in above pseudo code initiate the local network sync process with registration of

devices, heremight be possible that devicemay leave the network due to some problem that’s

whywe are keeping update networkwith the registration of device process. After registration

we use algorithm 1 (All node base synchronization), to synchronize the network.

Fig. 3 IoTs network used for simulation using Omnet??
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To sync the whole network of IoTs completed by algorithm 3, which sync the cluster

head by adjusting their clock respective to their cloud head node. Pseudo code for algo-

rithm 3 is shown in Fig. 7.

Algorithm 3 will take place when global sync happen it goes like this way all local

network head node participate in global synchronization with cloud node which is more

Fig. 4 IoT node configuration

Fig. 5 Pseudo code of all node base synchronization
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important and major part of the whole synchronization process. It starts with the initial-

ization of network of head node of local networks including cloud node, Synchronization

of all head node synchronized with using algorithm 1, which synchronize the clock of the

head node with respective to cloud node.

Here our assumption is all clock start with same time initially and there is no fault in

master–slave coordination i.e., there is no fault in the master selection, here we are

assigning the mater and slave node. Here master node in the local network is stated as the

head node of the network and it initiates the clock synchronization in that network with

local other devices with sending a message which contains a request for clock time.

6 Performance Analyses

A For simulation we have taken a scenario of a distributed network of 16 IoTs in which all

these devices connected to cloud. Here two network base approached we have considered

first in a local network of IoTs we have taken some master–slave phenomena to sync rest

devices with master or head node. Here for simulation, we have divided sync process in

two part first local synchronization in which local network of IoT will sync and in second

part all head nodes of local network will sync their clock with cloud node.

Fig. 6 Pseudo code of local network synchronization

Fig. 7 Pseudo code of head node synchronization
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To show our work we have calculated drift, master–slave delay, and time deviation

between head node of local network of rest IoTs same for all head node with respective to

cloud node. Simulation result is in below figures.

Fig. 8 a Software clock drift. b Soft clock slave master delay before algorithm. c Soft clock time deviation
before algorithm
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As previously mention that each node contains hardware and soft clock and software

clock will adjust their clock as per requirement. With All part of proposed algorithm

merged and result in Network of IoTs are as below.

Above Figs. 8a and 9a show that with proposed solution clock drift between is mini-

mum as compare to generalize network drift. Figures 8b and 9b shows that master–slave

delay is closed to nanosecond and Figs. 8c and 9c software clock time deviation is sta-

bilized with master and slave IoTs which increase the data consistency and contention

between the node is high which gives the surety of packet drops are less. Simulation results

show that proposed algorithm works in expected manner.

Fig. 9 a Software clock drift after algorithm. b Soft clock slave master delay after algorithm. c Soft clock
time deviation after algorithm
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7 Conclusion

Clock Synchronization with give effective and overcome the delay issue in data syn-

chronization. The objective is to minimize the error, improve the sync rate and reduce the

time delay in transmission of data using GALS algorithm to improve workability of IoT

devices. Dressler and Nordin [3] shows that using GALS algorithm data transmission with

minimum sync rate and error reduction can be minimized. Here proposed algorithm show

that IoT synchronization is done in three step with global and local synchronization with

proposed algorithm which is works separately at different scenario.
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